
Putt Amazing 

AN EYE ON TIMING  

 

 Wrist action disappears 

 The Core takes charge 

 Make More Putts 

 FOCUSPUTTING.COM  |   1.855.755.2759  

 Place  at your sternum 
directly under your chest 

 Feel the connection as you pull 
your putter up and in 

Lock the dial so the white pointer  

will not rotate. This setting will challenge 

you to integrate the motion of your core into  

your stroke.  

 

The goal is to perform all parts of  

your stroke in unison. Make sure you  

remain connected to your sternum.  

Wrist action will disappear.  

 

This mode is suited for practice within a  

6 foot range of the hole. 

Unlock the dial so the white pointer will 

rotate and mirror the putter shaft motion.   

 

The challenge is to sync putter swing and 

core rotation from backswing into impact 

and on to the finish.  

 

Practice any length putt in this mode. 

 

The ‘VIZADIAL’ is also golf’s exclusive  

live visual of ‘LAG’ in a putting stroke...  

 

       ...a key timing skill to become a  

       sweet-spot striking  machine. 

 

 

Dial Off 

Dial On  

Real-time feedback to troubleshoot and sharpen your skills. 

Watch the dial before and after every stroke. The ’VIZADIAL’ 

reveals the subtle timing partnership of the putter swing and core 

rotation. Fine tune your stroke from backswing into impact and on 

to the finish. Confidence soars and you will Putt Amazing. 
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Mark J. Diley, PGA 

INVENTOR \ COACH 

TM 

Put t ing Learn ing Tool  

 Adapts to your spine tilt 

Practice Mode 

Performance Mode 



Remarkably Easy on the Mind 

TM 

You just want the simplest thoughts in your brain, 
so sharpen your skills with FOCUS to reap the 
benefits of a stroke where all parts are efficient 
and orderly. Your confidence will soar as you 
glide through your putting routine and send the 
ball tracking to the hole time after time.     
                    
                   You will Putt Amazing. 

 

Get Ready to Make More Putts. 
With   

 

Velcro attaches to any size putter grip.  
Custom fits to you and your putting style.  

For men and women. R/L 

A precision instrument in anodized 
aluminum and carbon fiber, 

engineered to the highest quality. 

Mark J. Diley, PGA 
INVENTOR \ COACH 

TM 

The ‘Hub’ with three 'tactile anchors' is placed 
under the chest muscles and is pulled up and  
inward. Remain connected for a perfect arc that  
is on plane with a putter face square to its path.   
 
FOCUS BioKinetic testing confirms that Core 
Body rotation prevents unwanted wrist action. 

 
� Place  at your sternum directly 

under your chest 
� Feel the connection as you pull your  
     putter up and in 
� Stay connected as you stroke  
� Wrist action disappears 
� The Core takes charge 
� Make More Putts 
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